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Abstract: Innovation is finding a wide scope of utilization in each field and Mobile innovation isn't kept as exemption. One of 
the advances which help the visually impaired individuals to make a call is Virtual reality. On the off chance that a visually 
impaired individual attempting to make a call utilizing advanced mobile phone submits any slip-up it will prompt a wrong call. 
This innovation diminishes the weight of a visually impaired individual by utilizing this application. This application is making 
utilization of an innovation called "HAPTIC Technology".   Haptic is "the utilization of innovation that invigorates the faculties 
of touch and movement". In basic words the sensations would be felt by a client communicating specifically with physical 
articles. The calculation of touch and call with haptic is utilized. Not withstanding this we have additionally proposed another 
framework which can distinguish any deterrent or remote item which comes in its way for the visually impaired individuals 
utilizing ultrasonic sensors, vibration engine and API voice to suggest the location. 
Keywords: Android, Internet of things, Ultrasonic sensor, API voice module. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Android is a Linux based working framework it is structured principally for contact screen. The Android is a ground-breaking 
working framework and it bolsters vast number of uses in Smartphones. These applications are progressively agreeable and 
progressed for the clients. The equipment that bolsters android programming depends on ARM design stage. The android is an open 
source working framework implies that it's free and any one can utilize it. The android has got a great many applications accessible 
that can help you dealing with your life. 
 IoT is a network in which all physical objects are connected to the internet through network devices or routers and exchange data. 
IoT allows objects to be controlled remotely across existing network infrastructure. IoT is a very good and intelligent technique 
which reduces human effort as well as easy access to physical devices. This technique also has autonomous control feature by which 
any device can control without any human interaction. 
The Internet of Things, famously known as IoT is the most recent endowment of innovation to humankind. IoT saddles the intensity 
of the web to cross over any barrier among man and machine. It utilizes the web to associate brilliant gadgets to one another just as 
the clients and empowers them to get, gather, and offer data. With regards to making the IoT innovation practical, versatile 
applications are expected to run these gadgets in a smooth and streamlined way. With Android being the most prominent among cell 
phones, it is the Android applications which develop as the top choices for incorporation with the IoT-empowered gadgets. Different 
sorts of applications are being made for Android to use IoT for various purposes.  

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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III. RELATED WORKS 
Van-Nam Hoang1 in 2016. Hindrance location and cautioning can improve the versatility just as the wellbeing of outwardly 
weakened individuals uncommonly in new situations. For this, firstly, snags are recognized and confined and afterward the data of 
the obstructions will be sent to the outwardly weakened individuals by utilizing diverse modalities, for example, voice, material, 
vibration. In this paper, we present an assistive framework for outwardly impeded individuals dependent on the lattice of anode and 
a portable Kinect. This framework comprises of two principle segments: condition data securing and investigation and data 
portrayal. The first segment goes for catching the earth by utilizing a portable Kinect and examining it so as to distinguish the 
predefined snags for outwardly impeded individuals, while the second segment attempts to speak to hindrance's data under the type 
of anode lattice.[1] 
Sumit Badal Srinivas Ravela in 2016, Bruce Draper Allen Hanson. A commonsense continuous framework for uninvolved snag 
identification and evasion is exhibited. Range data is acquired from stereo pictures by rst processing a uniqueness picture from the 
picture pair and removing focuses over the ground plane. At that point these focuses are anticipated onto the groun¬d plane and an 
Instantaneous Obstacle Map(IOM) is acquired. The IOM is changed into a one dimensional guiding vector that speaks to the 
prevention related with controlling in a specific bearing and after that a one dimensional hunt is performed on the directing vector 
for a point with least obstruction. The guiding course and deterrent esteem are utilized to set the speed of the vehicle. This 
framework has been executed on the Mobile Perception Lab(MPL) at University of Massachusetts at Amherst with extensive 
achievement, running at 2Hz for 256240 measured pictures.[2]  
Yinghua Zhou in 2010. There is increasingly business and research enthusiasm for area based web look, for example discovering 
web content whose point is identified with a specific spot or area. In this kind of hunt, area data ought to be ordered just as content 
data. In any case, the list of traditional content web crawler is set-situated, while area data is two-dimensional and in Euclidean 
space. This expedites new research issues how to proficiently speak to the area properties of website pages and how to join two sorts 
of lists. In this paper, we propose to utilize a mixture file structure, which incorporates reversed records and R*-trees, to deal with 
both literary and area mindful inquiries. Three distinctive joining plans are considered: (1) altered record and R*-tree twofold file, 
(2) first reversed document then R*-tree, (3) first R*-tree at that point transformed record. To approve the execution of proposed 
record structures, we plan and actualize a total area based web crawler which for the most part comprises of four sections: (1) an 
extractor which distinguishes geological extents of website pages and speaks to land scopes as different MBRs dependent on 
topographical directions; (2) an indexer which assembles mixture file structures to coordinate content and area data; (3) a ranker 
which positions results by land importance just as non-topographical pertinence; (4) an interface which is neighborly for clients to 
include area based inquiry inquiries and to get geological and printed applicable outcomes. Examinations on vast genuine web 
dataset demonstrate that both the second and the third structures are unrivaled in inquiry time and the second is marginally superior 
to the third. Moreover, files dependent on R*-trees are turned out to be more effective than lists dependent on network structures.[3] 
 Oday A. Al Ridha, Ghassan N. Jawad, Sadeq F. Kadhim in 2018. This paper proposes a novel technique for very verified time 
space cryptosystem to give security to versatile voice calls. Utilizing a modified rendition of Blind Source Separation 
(BSS)algorithms, the proposed cryptosystem gives a total answer for exceptionally verified correspondences between the two 
finishes of any voice call without the requirement for altering the current portable system framework. In addition, this framework 
can be effectively associated with a portable gear. To beat the transfer speed extension more often than not connected with BSS 
calculations, the proposed framework utilizes a modified key age procedure to restrain the data transmission involved by the 
scrambled discourse flag. Assessment of the modified encryption and decoding calculations demonstrated the legitimacy of these 
progressions for discourse motions regarding sign to commotion proportion and lingering clarity.[4] 
Marina Rey, Inatan Hertzog in 2015, Nicolas Kagami, Luciana Nedel. Blind route is an ever-present issue that influences an 
extraordinary piece of the populace. The influenced incorporate perpetual or briefly daze people, people strolling in obscurity, and 
clients of vivid virtual conditions utilizing genuine strolling for route. This paper shows an elective answer for this issue, which 
depends on a basic wearable gadget dependent on ultrasonic waves to recognize obstructions and on vibrotactile input to caution the 
client of close-by impediments. In the accompanying pages, we portray the structure and usage of this contraption, called the Blind 
Guardian. We led client tests with 29 subjects in a controlled situation. Results exhibited the capability of Blind Guardian for later 
use, all things considered, circumstances, just as for vivid computer generated experience applications dependent on the utilization 
of head-mounted showcases.[5]  
Rene Sosa, Gerardo Velazquez in 2008. In present paper is appeared model of impact shirking for car applications. The framework 
incorporates a model for vehicle elements; it was created with the causal programming AMESIM. Choice capacities were created to 
decide when an article is a risky impediment, those capacities relies upon relative speed, and separation between host vehicle and 
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snag. Vehicle model and choice capacities are coordinated to end up a framework for impact shirking. The framework cautions the 
driver in a separation safe enough to maintain a strategic distance from the impact in the event that the driver ignores alerts, the 
framework starts braking so as to diminish harm seriousness if the crash occurs or even evade it. The recreation aftereffects of chose 
impact situations are exhibited. Additionaly a concise portrayal of accessible sensors for this application is appeared.[6]  
Dingming Wu in 2009. The ordinary Internet is securing a geo-spatial measurement. Web archives are being geo-labeled, and geo-
referenced articles, for example, focal points are being related with enlightening content records. The subsequent combination of 
geo-area and archives empowers another sort of best k inquiry that considers both area vicinity and content pertinence. As far as 
anyone is concerned, just innocent systems exist that are fit for registering a general web data recovery question while likewise 
considering. This paper proposes another ordering system for area mindful best k content recovery. The structure uses the 
transformed document for content recovery and the R-tree for spatial closeness questioning. A few ordering approaches are 
investigated inside the structure.  
The system includes calculations that use the proposed files for figuring the best k question, in this way considering both content 
importance and area vicinity to prune the hunt space. Consequences of observational examinations with a usage of the system show 
that the paper's proposition offers adaptability and is fit for astounding execution.[7]  
Chen Li in 2007. Area based data contained in openly accessible GIS databases is priceless for some applications, for example, 
fiasco reaction, national framework security, wrongdoing examination, and various others. The data elements of such databases 
have both spatial and literary depictions. Moreover, inquiries issued to the databases additionally contain spatial and literary parts, 
for instance, "Discover covers with crisis therapeutic offices in Orange County," or "Discover seismic tremor inclined zones in 
Southern California." We allude to such questions as spatial-watchword inquiries or SK inquiries for short. Lately, a ton of intrigue 
has been produced in proficient preparing of SK inquiries for an assortment of uses from Web-hunt to GIS choice emotionally 
supportive networks.  
We allude to frameworks worked for empowering such applications as Geographic Information Retrieval (GIR) Systems. A model 
GIR framework that we address in this paper is an internet searcher based over countless openly accessible GIS databases. Building 
a web index over such extensive vaults is a test. One of the key parts of such a web index is the execution. In this paper, we propose 
a structure for GIR frameworks and spotlight on ordering procedures that can procedure SK questions effectively. We appear 
through tests that our ordering procedures lead to critical improvement in proficiency of noting SK questions over existing 
systems.[8] 
 Yen-Yu Chen in 2006. Geographic web indexes enable clients to oblige and arrange list items in an instinctive way by 
concentrating an inquiry on a specific geographic locale. Geographic pursuit innovation, likewise called nearby inquiry, has as of 
late gotten critical enthusiasm from significant web crawler organizations.  
Scholarly research here has concentrated fundamentally on strategies for extricating geographic information from the web. In this 
paper, we consider the issue of productive question preparing in versatile geographic web indexes. Inquiry handling is a noteworthy 
bottleneck in standard web search tools, and the fundamental purpose behind the a huge number of machines utilized by the real 
motors. Geographic web index inquiry handling is diverse in that it requires a blend of content and spatial information preparing 
systems.  
We propose a few calculations for effective question handling in geographic web crawlers, incorporate them into a current web seek 
inquiry processor, and assess them on extensive arrangements of genuine information and question follows.[9]  
 BoYu Gao , Hyung Seok Kim,  Hasup Lee , Jooyoung Lee in 2018. The remarkable and quot; fat finger and quot; issue limits the 
affiliation execution of heading based finger movements.  
To diminish this issue, this work bases on the probability of using additional steady solid related analysis to help bearing based 
finger movements. In any case, the investigation affirmed that, with the visual analysis simply, the uncovered fingertip incited more 
oversights in illustration of intersectional centers, endpoints of shut signs, and gestural length and shape variability appeared 
differently in relation to when the finger-associated pen was used. By then, we laid out various sorts of sound-related information 
(discrete blast, static, unfaltering) to give additional information on the spatial association between finger-contact point and the 
endpoints or assemblies of predefined movements. A preliminary that evaluates the effects of individual or blend of made sound-
related contribution on heading based finger signals was driven. These results show two or three complexities between them. In any 
case, a blend of consistent (adequacy and repeat) determined sound and flag accomplished the most imperative outline accuracy for 
course based finger movements, which resembles that of a finger-joined pen. This examination offers bits of learning and 
recommendations for the future arrangement of constant sound-related contribution on little touchscreens.[10] 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Innovative technology and software can integrate rich information through the sense of touch to add to the information being 
provided through auditory and visual means. Blind person also can call in android mobile with help of apps. Calling can be done by 
drawing patterns i.e., gesture based Application can be a useful tool for blind persons. The algorithms perform disabilities to use 
android mobile for call, different design pattern applied for each contact in contact list. Not search based algorithm. This innovative 
technology and software can integrate rich information through the sense of touch to add to the information being provided through 
auditory and visual means. The navigation kit integrated with this app also help the blind people to navigate on their own. 
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